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Introduction

Petroleum Economics
The RPS Commercial Group contains a 
core team of economists and analysts 
providing valuations on global oil and gas 
projects. Based on our recognised 
worldwide experience we can model 
detailed fiscal arrangements relating to  
oil and gas contracts, concessions and 
commercial agreements using Microsoft® 
Excel models or other proprietary software.

RPS evaluates economics from single 
licences with a few prospects through  
to consolidated valuations for blocks 
containing exploration, appraisal, 
development and production, as well  
as at the asset or corporate level. This 
valuation expertise can also include 
financing arrangements. We are expert 
in valuing exploration plays and licences 
using probabilistic modelling techniques 
incorporating rigorous risk and 
uncertainty analysis. 

We can draw upon in-house disciplines  
in geoscience, reservoir engineering, 
production and cost engineering, as well  
as midstream and downstream specialists 
to support our valuations. 

In summary we can provide the following 
valuation services across the E&P  
value chain:

n  Competent Person’s Reports for 
numerous Stock Exchanges including 
the Main London market, the UK 
alternative investment market (AIM), 
Toronto (TSX), Hong Kong and 
Australia (ASX)

n  Reserves reporting and auditing to 
industry classifications including SEC, 
Canadian NI 51-101, SPE/WPC

 n  Special Advisory role to Governments 
for upstream activities

n  Exploration Prospect ranking

n  Exploration Licence Round Evaluation

n  Farm-in analysis

n  Field Development Planning

n  Data Room valuations and  
Due Diligence

n  Economic model building, auditing  
and advice

n  Complex gas/LNG project valuations 
across the whole value chain from 
burner tip to well head

n  Bank and Project Finance

n  Defence documents

n  Value based equity determinations

RPS Energy is a part of RPS Group Plc, a consultancy 

organisation which is listed on the London Stock 

Exchange and is in the FTSE 250 Index. Employing over 

4500 professionals with a unique blend of skills and 

experience, we operate world-wide from regional offices 

in North America, Europe, Australia and SE Asia. 

RPS Energy helps clients develop natural energy 

resources across the complete asset life cycle, combining 

our technical and commercial skills with an in-depth 

knowledge of environmental, health and safety issues.
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RPS can provide a world class 
multidisciplinary team with wide ranging 
industry experience, and a strong 
reputation for developing strategic 
solutions for measurable, sustainable 
business value. Exploration and 
Development is the main driver of growth 
for most E&P companies. Opportunity 
and resource constraints restrict corporate 
growth achievements.

Our strategies look at two broad areas:

n  Business planning, portfolio 
management and performance 
management tools and processes

n  Exploration strategy and business  
case formulation based on play  
fairway analysis

The RPS team works alongside your 
E&P team members to provide an extra 
resource, as well as strategic thinking to 
enable us to help you structure solutions 
tailored to your specific needs. 

E&P Strategy

Acquisition and  
Divestment Support
Having particular expertise in the 
rigorous analysis and understanding 
of both technical and commercial risk 
and uncertainty, we work closely with 
operators, investors and banks to provide 
a detailed independent analysis of 
resources, reserves, costs and economics.

This analysis complemented with an 
understanding of the risk/reward drivers 
for buyers and sellers is vital for informed 
investment and sales decisions. 

RPS has assisted new entrants, 
independents and majors in evaluating 
upstream opportunities whether through 

invited offerings or in public domain 
valuations. We have also provided 
valuations for Defence documents for 
clients in potential or actual take-overs. 

We can assist in the sales process 
by publishing reliable Information 
Memoranda. 

We can develop detailed consolidated 
asset financial models to be used to value 
acquisitions and divestments.  In support 
of our technical due diligence teams we 
can also provide a full commercial due 
diligence service.

At RPS we understand the delicate balance 
between investment, risk and reward to 
drive shareholder value. Our expert team 
assists our clients to design and implement 
bespoke portfolio optimization, also known 
as portfolio performance management, 
processes for optimal business planning and

capital allocation. This service is supported 
from our world-class understanding of the 
portfolio management tools market. We 
are able to guide companies through 
designing the most effective processes 
enabled by the emerging new technologies.

Portfolio Valuation  
and Optimisation

Field Development

RPS can advise on strategies in procuring 
field development and operating facilities 
to enable delivery from reservoir to  
point of transfer. We can give advice in 
negotiating commercial contracts for 
production, processing, transportation,  
cost sharing and hydrocarbons sales  
and provide the best terms to cover 
operational and reservoir risk. 

Licence Rounds

We can assist clients in negotiating licence 
and contract terms with Governments to 
maximise returns for considered outcomes 
and what if scenarios. Our vast experience 
of fiscal structures and terms gives us a 
highly informed approach in bid strategies.

Asset Transactions

RPS can assist in assessing all relevant 
technical, commercial and political 
information to prepare a suggested bid 
range and tactical negotiating brief tailored 
to each specific acquisition. Where 
disposals are required, we can set up 
virtual and physical data rooms and cover 
administrative issues such as confidentiality 
agreements, promoting and screening 
buyers, organising prospective buyer  
visits through to obtaining buyer offers  
for consideration. We will work with 
others to provide full support to the  
point of concluding any Sales and  
Purchase Agreement.

Corporate Transactions.

RPS can provide experienced technical, 
commercial and corporate support from 
conception to conclusion either on the  
sell or buy side of a corporate merger, 
acquisition or divestment.

Commercial Negotiations
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Commercial Project Experience

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

n  Angola Offshore Block. Independent 
valuation of Block of under development and 
exploration assets for financing or sale

n  Audit of Reserves and Resources of Lease  
areas in Colorado 

n  Company valuation of a UK North  
Sea operator with Contingent and  
Prospective Resources 

n  Competent Person’s Report containing  
full risked consolidated valuation for  
Contingent and Prospective Resources  
in Tanzania and Egypt

n  Competent Person’s Report as part of IPO 
for full LSE listing, evaluating Contingent and 
Prospective Resources

n  Competent Person’s Report as part of full 
LSE admission, risked consolidated valuations 
of several African PSCs

n  Competent Person’s Report for LSE Class 1 
transaction. Valuing Middle East, West Africa 
and Russian Reserves and Resources

n  Competent Person’s Report update for 
Company Annual Report 

n  Competent Person’s Report for UK privately 
owned company, west of Shetlands

n  Equity Determination for Licences in  
Nova Scotia

n  Evaluation of exploration acreage in  
Egypt leading to analysis of biddable  
fiscal terms

n  Georgia Exploration Block requiring  
prospect evaluation and value ranking for  
Indian client

n  Government Advisory Role in  
Equatorial Guinea

n  Independent valuation of 2 Italian offshore  
gas fields: 1 at first production, 1 to  
be developed

n  Independent valuation of Niger Delta Oil 
Mining Lease for raising finance

n  Iraqi 4th Licence Round. Probabilistic 
valuations of Prospective Resources for 6 of 
the 12 onshore blocks offered

n  Lithuanian shale oil valuation 

n  Multi-billion US$ valuation of extensive 
exploration portfolio of selected Contingent 
and Prospective Resources in approximately 
25 licences for independent valuation using 
Merak Peep software

n  Offshore Cameroon licence valuation 

n  Offshore Western India Exploration Block 
requiring prospect evaluation and prospect 
ranking by value, after recent seismic 
interpretation

n  Poland Shale Gas Licences:  
Risked valuations 

n  Probabilistic modelling of exploration  
portfolio in West Africa with seminar on 
modelling techniques 

n  Several year end and mid year reserves  
reports and valuations for offshore  
Thailand oil producing field

n  Technical and Fair Market Valuations to 
Australian VALMIN code for Offshore 
Romanian contingent and prospective  
gas resources

n  Valuation of company’s Contingent and 
Prospective Resource portfolio in Eastern 
Europe for AIM

n  Valuation of fields open for bidding  
in Kazakhstan  

n  Year end Reserves Reports for privately-
owned and UK LSE listed companies   
 

A selection of our most recent projects.
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For further information  
please contact: 
energy@rpsgroup.com

UK  |  USA  |  Australia  |  Canada  |  Malaysia  |  Russia   |  Abu Dhabi  |  Brazil  |  Singapore


